Please enjoy this week’s selection of news articles provided by your DKI APCSS Counter-Terrorism team:

**COVID-19 and violent extremism:**
UN: Strengthening global cooperation on counter-terrorism must remain a priority during and after pandemic

Indonesia coronavirus: Isis affiliates wooing new recruits unhappy with pandemic policies, experts say

IRGC-controlled Afghan group loses fighter to COVID-19

ISIS attacks limited by coronavirus lockdowns, says UN

Communist terrorism persists despite pandemic: Palace exec
[https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1113200](https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1113200)

**Africa:**
The Next Dangerous Front in ISIS’ Holy War

Federal Government of Somalia, AFRICOM target al-Shabaab senior leader

Niger Attack Demonstrates Islamic State in West Africa’s Growing Reach
Congo army says Islamist militia kills 20 in east

**Americas:**
Convicted al-Qaeda supporter arrested for 2nd time since release from prison

Woman arrested in Toronto area for allegedly trying to join ISIS

Feds say man who attacked NYPD officer with a knife in June was motivated by ISIS

Ex-Minnesota college student pleads guilty in terror case
https://apnews.com/43095a610cb762807d9146eead223dd7

White supremacists and militias have infiltrated police across US, report says

**Europe:**
Germany: Investigations find 40 cases of extremism in police ranks

Man cleared of drone strike terror plot on British soil

Turkey detains ISIS suspect who planned mass-casualty attack

Far-right suspect extradited to Germany from Netherlands

**Middle East:**
UN: More than 10,000 active ISIS fighters in Iraq and Syria

ISIS nearly wiped out from central Yemen after successful Ansarallah offensive
Anti-ISIS Coalition Begins Losing Tribal Support in Syria

**Oceania:**
New Zealand mosque terrorist will spend the rest of his life in prison

NZ Deputy PM demands Australia take Christchurch terrorist back

How the Christchurch terrorist planned his attack
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/christchurch-shooting/122538120/how-the-christchurch-terrorist-planned-his-attack

**South Asia:**
Counter Terrorism unit files case against Bangladeshi in Saudi Arabia

Suicide Vest, Bombs Found In Home Of ISIS Suspect Arrested In Delhi

Indian Muslims and jihadist failures: Past and future

India charges 19 people over deadly 2019 bomb attack on security convoy in Kashmir

Pakistan puts more curbs on leaders, members of terrorist groups to avoid FATF blacklisting

US interrogates Pakistan’s ISIS terrorists in Syria

Analysing the impact of the Taliban deal on jihadist violence in South Asia
**Southeast Asia:**
14 killed in Jolo twin bombings in southern Philippines

Malaysia-Philippine Frontier: Sabah Tightens Borders After Terror Attack in Jolo

'Indonesian couple linked to Sabah might have been involved in Jolo bombings'

Indonesian terrorists planned to attack shop owners in areas with Chinese communities

**North Asia:**
Blanked-Out Spots On China’s Maps Helped Us Uncover Xinjiang’s Camps
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/alison_killing/satellite-images-investigation-xinjiang-detention-camps

**Right-wing:**
QAnon conspiracy theorists have been linked to a killing and multiple armed stand-offs. Here are the criminal allegations connected to the movement and its followers.

Facebook’s Disruption of the Boogaloo Network
https://gnet-research.org/2020/08/05/facebooks-disruption-of-the-boogaloo-network/

**Transnational/General:**
Countering terrorism and violent extremism at Facebook: Technology, expertise and partnerships

Right-Wing Extremism and Islamic Extremism Spread Online In Similar Ways, New Study Says

Cryptocurrency and the Dismantling of Terrorism Financing Campaigns

**Strategic Competition & Irregular Warfare:**
Beijing Said to Fund Separatist India Movement
https://www.asiasentinel.com/p/beijing-said-to-fund-separatist-india
The Role of Russian Private Military Contractors in Africa
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